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An ice sheet is particular type of glacier or dense, year round mass of ice. 
What distinguishes glaciers from ice sheets is mostly a matter of scale or 
size -- an ice sheet generally refers to continental scale glaciers. 

The two main ice sheets that we consider are the Antarctic and Greenland 
Ice Sheets. As these ice sheets extend and flow, spreading out from their 
continental margins, they form ice shelves or floating segments of glacier 
ice at the ice sheet-ocean interface that are still intact and connected to the 
main ice sheet on the continental interior. 

- Changes in the grounding line (especially grounding line retreat) 
can cause thinning and extension of the ice shelf, decreasing the 
buttressing force
 
 - Decreased buttressing from the adjoining ice shelf can cause ac-
celeration and advance of the ice sheet, possibly leading to ice 
sheet instability 

Grounding lines and more importantly the migration of  
grounding lines, is important for the overall stability of an 
ice sheet. 

- Analogue models have been sparse in glaciology, but they 
have the potential to improve our understanding of ice 
sheets and ice shelves and provide a straightforward way to 
learn more about specific components of ice sheet/ice shelf 
systems. 

- Analogue models must have dynamic similarity - that is, the 
analogue must be similar to the natural system in terms of 
geometry, the forces at play in the system, and for models 
involving fluids, the rheology of the fluid. 

Ice Sheet/Ice Shelf System Analogue Model 

Geometry  Ice sheet flowing/spreading 
from interior of continent 

towards continental margin 
H/L <<1 

Fluid flowing down an incline 
at an angle of 20 degrees, H 

= ~1 cm, H/L <<1  
 

Forces Gravitational driving force, 
basal drag, lateral drag 

Reynolds number << 1  
 

Rheology Viscosity is on the order of 
10^13 Pa * s, density of ice: 

ocean = 0.9 

Viscosity = 22 Pa *s, density 
of fluid: water = 0.8 

 

Figure 8 (left and below)
1-minute interval photo sequence of 
analogue model for the first 17 minutes 
of a 120 minute experimental run. The 
fluid detaches from the ramp and forms 
a grounding line in frame 7. 

Figure 7 (right) - Frame 10 - the 
grounding line is the position at 
which the fluid detaches from the 
ramp and becomes free floating. 
In this frame, the grounding line 
is indicated by the orange arrow. 

Figure 9 - Graph of grounding line posi-
tion as a function of time, where t = 0 rep-
resents the time where the fluid detaches 
from the ramp and forms a grounding line.
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Figure 1 (above, left) - Evolution of an ice sheet 
into a free floating ice shelf.
Figure 2 (above, right) - General geometric 
configuration of an ice sheet/ice shelf. 

Figure 3 (left) - General 
force balance for an ice 
sheet/ice shelf system. 

Figure 4 - Comparison of model configuration to natural ice 
sheet/ice shelf. 

Figure - Schematic of model set up (above). 
Figure - Photo of model set up (below).

Figure 5 (above) - Schematic of model set up 
Figure 6 (below) - Photo of model set up

Figure 7 - Angled/top view of model set up.

Future Work
- Simulation of hanging glaciers
- Segmentataion of flow (to simulate calving) 
- Modification to specific glacier regimes (i.e. changing W:L ratio, angle of 
ramp, etc.) 
- Simulation of subglacial hydrology 
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